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So far, the rise of modern civilization has been mostly powered by
burning carbon.

In 2011, the average human put 1.5 tonnes of carbon into the air.

The average Canadian put out 4.4 tonnes.

Worldwide, we put 10.4 gigatonnes of carbon into the air in 2011.

The total amount of carbon in the atmosphere is just 3000
gigatonnes. So, we’re dramatically affecting the biosphere.

http://www.azimuthproject.org/azimuth/show/Carbon+emissions
http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/overview.php?v=CO2ts_pc1990-2011
http://www.azimuthproject.org/azimuth/show/Carbon+emissions
http://micpohling.wordpress.com/2007/03/30/math-how-much-co2-by-weight-in-the-atmosphere/
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We have left the Holocene. We have entered a new epoch, the
Anthropocene, when the biosphere is rapidly changing due to
human activities.

Nonetheless, we continue to act as if:

1. the Earth is essentially infinite;

2. civilization is a negligible perturbation of the biosphere;

3. exponential economic growth is a normal condition.

Acting as if these are true inevitably brings us to a point where
they stop being true.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropocene
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So, we are crashing into the brick wall of reality.

If we do not muster the will to change our habits before things get
significantly worse, we will do so later. Either way, a
transformation is inevitable.

For better or worse, we will adapt to life on a finite-sized planet.
The challenge is to do it gracefully.
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In 2004, Pacala and Socolow looked for ways to hold carbon
emissions constant until 2054 — not a solution, just a start!

They said it would require 7 ‘wedges’. Each wedge was a way to
reduce carbon emissions by 1 gigatonne/year by 2054.

http://www.azimuthproject.org/azimuth/show/Stabilization+wedges
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Some examples of wedges:

Solar: Replace 700 gigawatts of coal power by solar power.
Starting now, this requires multiplying solar power by a factor of
30! But this is just an 8% average annual growth rate. The rate is
now 75%.

Wind: Replace 700 gigawatts of coal-fired power plants by wind
power. Starting now, this requires a 5% average annual growth of
wind power. The growth rate is now 20%, but slowing.

Nuclear: Replace 700 gigawatts of coal power by nuclear power.
This requires annual growth rate of just 1.6%.

http://www.azimuthproject.org/azimuth/show/Photovoltaic+solar+power
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Conservation: Assuming the number of cars goes up from 500
million to 4 times that, make everyone in the world drive half as
much!

Efficiency: Under the same assumptions, make all cars twice as
efficient without people driving more!

Conservation/efficiency: Cut carbon emissions by 25% in
buildings and appliances.
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It’s a race against time. In 2004 we needed 7 wedges to hold
carbon emissions constant for 50 years. In 2011 we needed 9:

And this is just a stopgap. We really need to stop burning carbon
or actively remove it from the air.

http://www.princeton.edu/mae/people/faculty/socolow/Wedges-reaffirmed-PLUS-ten-soliticed-comments-9-29-11.pdf
http://www.princeton.edu/mae/people/faculty/socolow/Wedges-reaffirmed-PLUS-ten-soliticed-comments-9-29-11.pdf


What can physicists do?

1. Fly less. I burnt 0.2 tonnes of carbon flying here. In 2011 the
average person on Earth put 1.5 tonnes into the air.

I usually give this talk virtually... and that’s what I should have
done this time.

We should get smart about conferences: transfer more bits, fewer
bodies.

http://www.terrapass.com/individuals-families/carbon-footprint-calculator/
http://www.azimuthproject.org/azimuth/show/Carbon+emissions
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2. Teach physics better.

Many studies have shown that:

I Student’s initial common-sense intuitions are their main
roadblock to learning physics.

I Physics lectures don’t change those intuitions much.

I Giving better lectures doesn’t help much.

I But: classes that include students working with their
neighbors to solve simple problems helps a lot!

For help, get Eric Mazur’s Peer Instruction materials.

http://web.mit.edu/rsi/www/2005/misc/minipaper/papers/Hake.pdf
http://mazur.harvard.edu/research/detailspage.php?rowid=8
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One reason this matters. Ordinary folks have trouble with the
difference between stocks and flows:

X (t) vs.
dX (t)

dt

For example: whether force creates velocity, or acceleration.

Or: the difference between energy and power.

Or: the debt of a nation, versus the deficit.
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What does this have to do with global warming?

For most practical purposes, carbon dioxide stays in the air forever.
1/3 to 1/2 will stay there for over 1,000 years!

So, to a good approximation, to stop rising CO2 concentrations:

I Holding emissions constant is not good enough.

I Cutting them by 80% is not good enough.

I Stopping them entirely is good enough.

In 2007, most MIT grad students didn’t know this. Better physics
teaching could help.

http://www.nature.com/climate/2008/0812/full/climate.2008.122.html
http://web.mit.edu/jsterman/www/Understanding_public.html
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3. Create the physics we need for life on a finite-sized planet.

There are many fun things to do here! I’ll mention just a few.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_boundaries


I Make solar power cheaper than fossil fuels. For example:
quantum dot solar cells have efficiency 65% instead of just
31% for ordinary silicon cells.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_dot_solar_cell


I Make wind power cheaper than fossil fuels. For example:
understanding multi-scale turbulence is important. In the US,
if a wind farm’s predicted power generation is off by 1%, it
can cost them millions of dollars!

http://www.ral.ucar.edu/projects/wind/


I Make nuclear power cheaper and safer. According to James
Hansen it’s already saved 1.8 million lives: coal is what kills!

But there’s a lot to be done on passive safety, thorium reactors
and more. And for the ambitious, don’t forget fusion!

http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/04/04/1199024/-James-E-Hansen-Nuclear-power-has-prevented-1-8-million-deaths
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/04/04/1199024/-James-E-Hansen-Nuclear-power-has-prevented-1-8-million-deaths
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_nuclear_safety
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thorium-based_nuclear_power
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fusion_power


I Think outside the box.

Physicists are famous for doing this.



There’s lots of room for everyone.

Since I’m very mathematical, I’ve been working on networks.

To understand ecosystems, ultimately will be to understand
networks. — B. C. Patten and M. Witkamp

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/networks/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/networks
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If you want to join me, check out the Azimuth Project!

http://www.azimuthproject.org/azimuth/show/HomePage

